ORTHOPEDIC AND PRODUCTION SOLUTIONS
Dolphin

- Zipper for easy fit
- Back pull loop
- Ankle fixation
Unique design - the shoes can be fastened with one hand

Deep opening of the shoe at the front

Perfect solution for service personnel when it is necessary to wear a stationary patient

Easy to put a stationary foot in the shoe

With the help of a zipper part of the heel is released

Convenient to fix the stationary toes in the required position

Not recommended when strong foot stabilization is required
Possibility to adapt the elastics as the foot volume changes

Comfortable model for the shoe technician assisting the patient
Quick lacing system - possibility to increase the volume at the calf by 5-6 cm.

Molded sole Nadia 81
Chili

Flexible calf support

Removable and washable calf part

Comfortable slip-on thanks to wide and long lacing

Outstanding loop place for tighter tying

Special loops for shoelaces

Lightweight and breathable textile

Sole on toe

Fast roller

Integrated Pre-preg orthotic with Pre-preg footplate

Padded and raised heel for better heel grip and easier way to put on shoes

Midsole from softer EVA

Soft calf part
Integrated Pre-preg orthotic with Pre-preg footplate

Strong immobilisation

New solution for welt and boarding

Great alternative to a high boot
Orthotics and custom made footwear

1. Orthosis on a last
   - Lining
   - Padding
   - Stiffening
   - Rises on the insole
   - Reinforcement made using PrePreg technology

2. Orthosis covered by upper leather

3. Custom made footwear suitable for wearing an orthosis
   - Quick lacing system
   - Stable foot support when wearing a low shoe
   - Great alternative to a high boot with full support and stability, lightweight, with sweating prevention

Orthotic and custom made footwear
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ORTOPEDIJOS TECHNIKA
Chopart inner boot

1. Amputated foot lasts

2. Artificial EVA toe part
   - Tongue is hardened and padded at the same time for extra support and comfortable wear
   - Can be worn with standard footwear

- Brandsole from carbon fiber for dynamic gait
Chopart inner boot / Shoe sock for amputee foot

1. Casual footwear
   - Inner boot/shoe sock
   - Amputated foot last

2. Upper from leather with leather lining
   - Elastic tape for easier fitting
   - Back pull loop
   - Fits any standard footwear

3. EVA filling in the toe part
   - Carbon brandsole (PrePreg technology)
Footwear solution for equinovarus foot

1. Lasts with extended toe part
2. Roller for comfort gait
3. Easy to put on and take off
4. Breathable, lightweight textiles
   - Hardened brandsole
   - Sole roller
   - Insole with shortening compensation
   - External support
Insole with the integrated rise and external joint support
Individual orthopedic solutions

**Features of the solutions:**
- lasts can be used to produce orthopedic shoes with the possibility to remove a reinforced insert and adjust if necessary;
- it is possible to produce half-shoes, keeping the supports (even in the case of half-shoes; after covering some parts with leather).

**Materials:**
- Nora padding;
- Leather lining – chrome and metal free;
- PH neutral;
- Renoflex reinforcement;
- Smoothing and wider from Multiform.
FAI-boot
Standard post-operative footwear

- Hardened midsole
- Removable soft part - washable
- Straps for easy fastening
- Light CAD/CAM insole with Poly-phase roller
- For foot immobilisation after Hallux Valgus or other surgery
- Lenght tolerance +/– 2 mm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foot length, cm</th>
<th>XS</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>XL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Not for sale in Belgium, Netherlands, Luxemburg
An electronic chip for smart shoes

What is it?
- An electronic device between lining and upper leather with relevant information.
- Smart patient data protection and alternative for paper labels.

What is possible to enter?
- text information up to 130 symbols (tabs included);
- website address, with possibility to scan it and open in your phone;
- shoes service phone number with possibility to scan and open it directly in your phone;
- appointment dates for visit in clinic.

Benefits:
- possibility to change information;
- partial patient data protection;
- important information directly in shoes, reachable every time you need.

Interested? Contact your manager in AB „Ortopedijos technika“ and we could discuss price and possibility to produce free example.
New service — lasts storage

**Price:**
- 10 eur/pair/year

**Benefits for the client:**
- Saving shipping costs and time
- Saving space that may be used for various purposes:
  - reduction costs for extra space
  - expanding office
  - machinery
  - warehouse
  - or clinics

**Each last is being digitized and stored safely**